Decapsulation, MOS Structures,
Functional Control and
Measurement VLSI
Decapsulation of ICs for Investigations and Identification
Decapsulation is necessary for laser and heavy ions accelerators investigations
and for the identification of ICs admitted to the test.

Dual Acid System for Chemical
Decapsulation Rapidetch

For mechanical decapsulation ICs and
semiconductor devices in plastic packages
and to prepare packages for chemical
decapsulation
used
laser
system
«ARGENT-Y» based on ytterbium-doped
fiber laser (20W).

Chemical decapsulation ICs and semiconductor
devices in plastic packages are carried out:
- Using Dual Acid System for Chemical
Decapsulation Rapidetch (ULTRA TEC, USA);
- Manual decapsulation.
Decapsulation performed by chemical
etching of plastic following microelectronic
products:
- ICs in standard plastic packages TO, DIP,
SO, PLCC, QFP, PBGA, LLP and others;
- ICs in module even with strongly
projecting elements (microprocessor, etc.);
- ICs with several crystals, subject
decapsulation, in one package.

The Cavity in the Package TO, Obtained
by Laser Complex «ARGENT-Y»
Laser Complex «ARGENT-Y»

Modeling of Processes in Dielectrics MOS Structures
with Ionizing Radiation

Modeling the degradation
of dielectric layers under the influence
of individual nuclear particles

Using the methods of Molecular dynamics is
carried out modeling of transformation of the
structure of matter in passing heavy charged
particles, defect formation and degradation of the
electrical characteristics of the devices.

Model crystallite
SiO2 10x10x5 nm
(about 46,000 atoms)

Simulation of processes
in submicron VLSI by pulsed gammaand X-radiation of high intensity

Pulsed X-ray radiation can cause wave thermomechanical
processes in modern microelectronic structures

Distribution of threshold
voltage by exposed to
iodine ions, figures - the
experiment, the lines calculation

Changes the structure
of the material in the
vicinity of the axis of
the track

Analysis of the degradation of submicron
MOS by exposed to ionizing radiation
In submicron devices there is a necessity to take into account the
stochastic nature of the distribution of radiation-induced charge in
the oxide.
The estimated distribution
of the radiation-induced
charge in the oxide (a)
and the charge density in
the channel
of the irradiated 65-nm
SOI MOS (b)
a)

b)

Stress field (Pa) after the end of
the pulse (ANSYS)

The temperature field at the end of the
X-ray pulse in the cell metallization.
Pulse duration - 10 ns (ANSYS)

Radiative behavior of elements MEMS

Estimated distribution of energy in the structure
element MEMS by pulsed X-ray emission
(normalized to the maximum value) (GEANT4)

Multifunctional Complex NATIONAL INSTRUMENTS
To control the operability of VLSI during radiation tests using
automated system based on hardware modules company National
Instruments.
The basis of the functional control system is digital-to-analog I/O
board PXI-7841R (96 digital lines, 40 MHz, 8 analog inputs and
outputs) and high-speed digital I/O board PXI-6542 (32 digital lines,
125 MHz).
National Instruments hardware
system is integrated with the
universal programming
environment LabView.

